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An over-the-top medieval-theme brings homeowners a
noble home theater experience, including unsurpassed
video from a Digital Projection 3-chip DLP projector.

W

hat do Medieval culture and a manicured 27-hole golf course have in
common? Nothing, really; except that you’ll find both at a residence in
Sugarloaf Country Club in Duluth, Georgia. The home is a traditional
three-story number with a finished fourth-floor attic, five bedrooms,
and seven bathrooms. There is also a game room with air hockey, foosball, and an X-box with a 42-inch rear-projection TV for the kids, along
with a billiards room, an exercise room, an arts and crafts room, a wine cellar, and two full
kitchens—one on the main floor and one on the terrace level. And if that’s not enough,
they have a dedicated home theater, to boot.
The homeowners, a husband and wife, had always been fascinated with their family
crest and heritage, incorporating their coat of arms into many rooms of their home, most
notably on its entertainment level. They worked closely with Scott Ross of Atlanta Home
Theater to make the theater level a robust monument to their family’s history. “We have seen
a lot of different types of theaters in our work,” says Ross. “From traditional theaters to old
drive-in-movie-theater themes. But this is the first Medieval theme we’ve encountered.”
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To pull the theme off successfully, that is, without breaking the
illusion that guests are in a castle from the Middle Ages with the
jarring revelation of technology, Atlanta Home Theater encountered their biggest obstacle: hiding the gear. “Because the entertainment level of the home was in a Medieval theme, we were
faced with making a substantial portion of the job hidden in
some way,” says Ross. “All of the source equipment, with the
exception of the TVs and the theater speakers, were to be hidden
by removable panels or doors.” There is even a tricked-out revolv-

ing door with a knight’s suit of armor that leads into a secret
room that houses the theater and wholehouse equipment.
Another significant challenge was taking out a wall in the
room where the theater was to be built, doubling the room in
size. To replace the wall, a 1200-pound beam had to be installed
to bear the ceiling’s weight. But the beam ended up having
another use besides keeping the sky from falling: it served as an
alcove for hiding the projector.
“The client wanted the projector hidden,” says Ross. “We
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HOUSE EQUIPMENT
1 Crestron CNX-PVID8x4
Video Distribution System
1 Crestron CNX-BIPAD8
Audio Distribution Processor
1 Crestron CNX-PAD8A
Audio Distribution Processor
5 Hughes HIRDE86 HDTV DSS Receiver
2 Kenwood DV5900M 400 Disc Progressive
Scan DVD Player-Existing
1 Kenwood Entre Entertainment Hub
Audio Server-Existing
1 Sony SLV-N88 HiFi VCR
1 Middle Atlantic 5-43 Rack
bAR
3 Marantz LC-1500 LCD Television
1 Peerless LCW ZN1 Flush Mount/
Tilt Wall Mount for LC-1500
1 B&W CWM500 InWall Speakers
3 Crestron CNX-RMC Room Controller
3 Key Digital Component to SVGA
Conversion Boxes

bILLIARDS
1 Marantz PD5010D 50 Plasma Monitor
1 Marantz WB4100 Flush Wall Mount
Bracket for PD5010D
1 B&W CWM800 InWall Speakers
1 Crestron CNX-RMC Room Controller
THEATER
1 Digital Projection HIGHlite
4000Dsx DLP Projector
1 Stewart Filmscreen 123 16:9 Fixed Screen, 26,128
1 Krell HTS 7.1 Surround Processor
1 Krell FPB-300cx Amplifier
1 Krell Theater Amplifier Standard
1 Wilson Sophia Speakers-Black Gloss
1 Wilson WATCH Center Speaker-Black Gloss
2 Wilson WATCH Surround Speakers-Black Gloss
1 Krell Master Reference Subwoofer
1 Crestron STX-1700C Touchpanel
1 Krell Link Trigger
2 Marantz SR-7300 Surround Receiver
1 Middle Atlantic 5-43 Rack
1 Lutron GRXMR6A GrafikEye

strategically placed the projector in the center of the room above
the beam, which made for a challenging mounting process.” Ross
chose a 3-chip DLP projector from Digital Projections to provide the brightest and most dynamic picture possible. To achieve
the correct throw distance and compensate for the projector’s
position, a custom short-throw lense was added, enabling them to
mount the projector at a very short distance from the screen. “Less
than 12 feet is an uncommon distance for a Digital Projections
projector but it worked fabulously,” says Ross.
The front cinema wall was custom-fitted to adjust for the
screen’s width. The center of the wall was extended by 4 inches
to allow for the exact throw distance of the 3-chip DLP. Three
rows of Cinematech Italian leather seats, the last two on risers,
give the 14 audience members unobstructed views of the screen.
“The Cinematech seats provide both comfort and style,” says
Ross. “The seating simplified the room’s busy murals that depict
the ruins of a Medieval castle.” A very porous canvas was used to
line the walls of the theater, which was important to help reduce
sound echoing. A local artist painted the castle ruins, evoking the
spirit of a knightly era.
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“We have seen a lot of different types of theaters
in our work,” says Ross. “From traditional theaters
to old drive-in-movie-theater themes. but this is
the first Medieval theme we’ve encountered.”
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“The sound from 7.1 DVD soundtracks is
absolutely stupefying,” says Ross.

The theater features speakers that would
make Sir Lancelot himself proud. The 7.1
system uses Wilson Audio Sophias for the left
and right channels, with a Wilson Watch center channel. Four Wilson Watch Surround
speakers were used for the sides and for the rear
speakers. A Krell Master Reference Sub was
used for the low end. “The sound from 7.1
DVD soundtracks is absolutely stupefying,”
says Ross.
Acoustics can prove unruly in a room as large
as the one Atlanta Home Theater had to work
with. The Krell HTS 7.1 surround processor
helped them equalize each speaker individually,
in turn, giving them more flexibility in the room
design, because the demand for room acoustical
treatments is minimized. “There are acoustical
challenges in any room,” says Ross. “But fortunately, electronics have come a long way.”
Ross employed a complete Crestron homeautomation system. The theater contains a
TPS 5000 12-inch color touchscreen that
allows the homeowners to control the theater,
as well as any of the 18 rooms equipped with
audio systems and any of the eight hi-def flat
screen monitors throughout the home.
Utilizing a marriage of the Creston house
automation system and the Krell Surround processor for the theater, the client can choose from
five different high-definition satellite receivers,
two 400-disc Kenwood Sovereign DVD changers, a Kenwood Entre MP3 server and DVDmanagement system and a Sony VCR.
Everything is output at 1080i, with the excep-

tion of the VCR. “We wanted to provide a multitude of video options,” says Ross. “This system has one of everything.”
To show you just how high-tech this home
really is, it took two weeks for Atlanta to install the
theater and program it, but it took 3 months for

AUDIO/VIDEO DESIGN & INSTALLATION: Atlanta Home Theater, Jennifer Ross, 880 Holcomb Bridge
Road, ste 110-B, Roswell, GA 30076, (770) 642-5557.
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them to program the Crestron automation system and install the wholehouse systems. In total, the homeowner has three Crestron STX 1700
color touchpanels each with a five-inch displays, a TPS2000 touchpanel in the kitchen, a CT1000 located in the master bath, and
the TPS5000 located in the theater. All panels are capable of
receiving two-way communication. They can tell you who is
using which of the five DSS receivers or DVD players, and
can even alert you if the secret knight’s door is open, and
can close it remotely. The house boasts three 15-inch
hi-def monitors above the bar, a 50” Marantz plasma
in the Billiard room, a 42-inch plasma in the exercise room, a 60-inch Runco plasma above the
stone fireplace in the terrace family room, a 34inch hi-def monitor in the main floor family
room and a 34-inch hi-def monitor in the
master bed, all of which are integrated
into the Crestron home-automation
system. Phew! Sounds more like the
Age of Enlightenment than the
Dark Ages to me.
The theater’s lobby shows
off a glass candy bar with granite
countertops, complete with a soda
fountain, popcorn and margarita machines,
and a soft-serve ice-cream maker. A knight’s crest ties
in the theater’s theme with the lobby.
Throughout the project, Atlanta Home Theater worked handin-hand with the home’s builder and interior designer to create the highest aesthetics from state-of-the-art systems. “This high-performance theater is
comparable to buying a new Viper off the showroom floor and adding about $40,000
dollars of upgrades to substantially increase its speed, efficiency and overall performance,” says Jennifer Ross of Atlanta.
“These homeowners love to snuggle up with their family on Friday nights and watch movies in the theater or sit in front of
the Runco plasma with a roaring fire below.” Spending time
with family is indeed a fitting pastime for a couple who built
a shrine inspired by their ancestors.
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